times also decreased significantly. We did not expect people to be happy with it so quickly.

Rene Hoogeveen (Technology Lead Products – Accenture): What I am most proud of is that during the project, the team, is really working together: the business, IT, Accenture. They get very excited and everyone takes an extra step to successfully complete the project. That creates a very good atmosphere in the team and I am very proud of that.

Hans van Leeuwen (CFO – ProRail): what I thought was really cool is that in the very difficult moments, we could reflect together and make that decision.

Henk Bothof (CIO – ProRail): if you would ask me whether I would make the choice again, for Accenture and for S/4HANA, then would certainly do so. Even though the first implementation is always pretty tough and there’s always a difficult period in the initial phase, I still see that we manage and are in control, so that’s cool.

Hans van Leeuwen (CFO – ProRail): what’s next? Implement the same type of system in the rest of the company. Not
necessarily S/4HANA, but the same type of system, in which the use of apps is supported, and the exchange of data, an open platform, can be achieved.